Featured Application: This paper provides a novel research method for a secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system with double lungs, and it promotes the development of mechanical ventilation technology. It can be used in other mechanical ventilation studies as well as clinical medicine and treatment.
Introduction
Mechanical ventilation is an important treatment in an intensive care unit (ICU) which usually helps patients who cannot breathe adequately on their own [1] [2] [3] . In recent years, there has been a rapid development of mechanical ventilation systems, and studies of respiratory systems can be referred to as a focus on clinical diagnosis and treatments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Because of the establishment of an artificial airway and the use of sedatives and muscle relaxants, patients cannot cough when they are in a coma [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Due to this, expectoration capacity of ventilated patients will further decline and even be lost [15] [16] [17] . Furthermore, secretions deposited in the patient's airway aggravate their hypoxia and carbon dioxide retention [18] [19] [20] and may result in bacteria collection, which can cause the occurrence or aggravation of a pulmonary infection, such as ventilator associated pneumonia [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Therefore, secretion clearance has become an important curing and nursing measure for secretion management, which involves members of the ICU care team such as 
Mathematical Modeling of Mechanical Ventilation System with Double Lungs
According to the above pneumatic model, we can establish the aerodynamic mathematics equations. However, before that, to make a better study, we put forward the following hypotheses:
(1) The gas in the system is all ideal gas; (2) There is no air leakage during the working process; (3) Temperature remains constant during the working process; (4) Dynamic process of the system is a balanced process; (5) The state parameters of the air, such as density, specific heat and so on, remain unchanged at any place.
According to the calculation, the pressure range of the system is 2 cmH2O to 40 cmH2O. Therefore, the value of / is always bigger than b (0.528). So the mathematical equations of mechanical ventilation system with double lungs can be got [38] [39] [40] :
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Mathematical Modeling of Mechanical Ventilation System with Double Lungs
According to the calculation, the pressure range of the system is 2 cmH 2 O to 40 cmH 2 O. Therefore, the value of pd/pu is always bigger than b (0.528). So the mathematical equations of mechanical ventilation system with double lungs can be got [38] [39] [40] :
2.4. Volume Flow Equation
2.5. Pressure Equation dp r dt
Volume Equation
The compliance (C) of the two lungs can be described as [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] :
C r = dV r dp r ,
C l = dV l dp l ,
So the volume of the right lung and left lung can be calculated as [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] :
dV r = C r dp r ,
dV l = C l dp l ,
Dimensionless Model of Secretion Clearance Mechanical Ventilation System
According to the description above, there are many parameters in secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system with double lungs, including the five ventilator parameters IPAP, EPAP, breaths per minute (BPM), inspiratory time (T i ), and rise time of pressure (T ri ). Obviously, it will be complex if we analyze the system directly. Therefore, we can simplify the system, and make the system and the system parameters dimensionless. In this way, the multiparameter mechanical ventilation system will be simple and easy to analyze.
As the research object of this paper is double lungs, the parameters of any lung cannot be regarded as the reference of the whole system. Therefore, the total parameters of the whole respiratory system can be regarded as the reference of the dimensionless system. During a respiratory cycle, the tidal volume of the system (V t ) is approximately equal to that of the left lung (V lt ) and the right lung (V rt ). It is the same as the maximal air mass volume (m max ). The reference air mass flow (q max ) can take the maximum value of the whole period. When the upstream pressure of the throttle valve reaches IPAP, the downstream pressure reaches EPAP.
In addition, the coupling effect between the two lungs of the dimensionless secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system is reflected in the relationship between the dimensionless compliance (C * ) and the resistance (R * ) of the two lungs. According to the structure of the human respiratory system, the lungs are connected in parallel. Compliance (C * ) is in a series relation, and air resistance (R * ) is in a parallel relation. The dimensionless compliance (C * ) and the resistance (R * ) of the two lungs can be obtained based on Kirchhoff's law.
Dimensionless Compliance
2.9. Dimensionless Air Resistance
The reference values and the dimensionless variables are shown in Table 1 . 
Air resistance
Total air resistance of the system
As the equivalent effective area A r and A l is the same as A e , Equations (18) and (19) can be rewritten as: 
Please note that p * a is dimensionless atmospheric pressure.
Dimensionless Volume Equation dV
* r = C * r dp * r , (27) 
During one respiratory cycle, the tidal volume (V t ) in the system is equal to that of the left lung and (V lt ) the right lung (V rt ). So the following equations can be obtained:
Dimensionless Peak Suction Flow
The same goes to peak suction flow. In one respiration cycle, the peak suction flow (q p ) in the system is equal to that of the left lung and (q l p ) the right lung (q rp ).
According to the equations above, it is obvious that the mathematical model of dimensionless secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system with double lungs is mainly determined by dimensionless compliance (C * ) and dimensionless air resistance (R * ) When the ventilator parameters are set and fixed.
Simulation and Experimental Study on the Mechanical Ventilation System
Experimental Apparatus
As is shown in Figure 3 , an experiment is constructed to verify the mathematical model. Experimental equipment includes a BIPAP ventilator, a pressure-flow sensor which can measure the pressure and flow with two channels, two lung simulators and some tubes.
The BIPAP ventilator is made by HAMILTON-C2, Hamilton Medical AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland, which can provide different mechanical ventilation modes. In addition, before the starting of the experiment, the parameters of ventilator the parameters of the ventilator have been set already. The basic value of IPAP and EPAP is set to 22 cmH 2 O and 4 cmH 2 O, the dimensionless value is 1 and 0.9829. The basic value of T i and T r is set to 1 s and 0.3 s, the dimensionless value is 3.1496 and 0.9449, with the respiratory rate set at 20 cycles per minute. 
Dimensionless Tidal Volume
During one respiratory cycle, the tidal volume ( ) in the system is equal to that of the left lung and ( ) the right lung ( ). So the following equations can be obtained:
Dimensionless Peak Suction Flow
The same goes to peak suction flow. In one respiration cycle, the peak suction flow ( ) in the system is equal to that of the left lung and ( ) the right lung ( ).
According to the equations above, it is obvious that the mathematical model of dimensionless secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system with double lungs is mainly determined by dimensionless compliance ( * ) and dimensionless air resistance ( * ) When the ventilator parameters are set and fixed.
Simulation and Experimental Study on the Mechanical Ventilation System
Experimental Apparatus
The BIPAP ventilator is made by HAMILTON-C2, Hamilton Medical AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland, which can provide different mechanical ventilation modes. In addition, before the starting of the experiment, the parameters of ventilator the parameters of the ventilator have been set already. The basic value of IPAP and EPAP is set to 22 cmH2O and 4 cmH2O, the dimensionless value is 1 and 0.9829. The basic value of Ti and Tr is set to 1 s and 0.3 s, the dimensionless value is 3.1496 and 0.9449, with the respiratory rate set at 20 cycles per minute. 
Simulation of the Ventilation System
According to the mathematical equations above, the dimensionless simulation model is established by MATLAB/SIMULATION software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). As the BIPAP ventilator does not have the secretion clearance function, the suction pressure of the simulation model is temporarily removed. The parameters of lungs are the same, so the experimental data, which is dimensionless data, can be compared to any one-lung simulation data. The comparison of the dimensionless pressure and flow curve of the experiment between that of the dimensionless simulation are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Analysis and Discussions
The following conclusions can be drawn from Figures 4 and 5:
(1) The simulation curve is consistent with the experimental curve. (2) The radian of the pressure experiment curve is greater than that of the pressure simulation curve, and the slope of pressure simulation curve is larger. The reason is that there is a delay in the response time. (3) The maximum and minimum of simulation curve and experiment curve are the same.
The maximum of dimensionless pressure is about 1, which is dimensionless IPAP. In addition, the minimum is about 1, which is dimensionless EPAP. The experimental parameters of ventilator settings agree with the experimental curves. Therefore the experimental data is safe and reliable.
The experimental design is correct because the resultant in experimental data is reliable. 
Simulation of the Ventilation System
According to the mathematical equations above, the dimensionless simulation model is established by MATLAB/SIMULATION software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). As the BIPAP ventilator does not have the secretion clearance function, the suction pressure of the simulation model is temporarily removed. The parameters of lungs are the same, so the experimental data, which is dimensionless data, can be compared to any one-lung simulation data. The comparison of the dimensionless pressure and flow curve of the experiment between that of the dimensionless simulation are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
Analysis and Discussions
(1) The simulation curve is consistent with the experimental curve. (2) The radian of the pressure experiment curve is greater than that of the pressure simulation curve, and the slope of pressure simulation curve is larger. The reason is that there is a delay in the response time. (3) The maximum and minimum of simulation curve and experiment curve are the same. The maximum of dimensionless pressure is about 1, which is dimensionless IPAP. In addition, the minimum is about 1, which is dimensionless EPAP. The experimental parameters of ventilator settings agree with the experimental curves. Therefore the experimental data is safe and reliable.
Working Characteristics of the Secretion Clearance Ventilation System with Double Lungs
Studies on system working characteristics are always based on the key parameters [51] [52] [53] [54] . In this paper, the study method is basically the same with that.
Influence of Dimensionless Compliance and Dimensionless Air Resistance on Secretion Clearance Ventilation System
According to the description of the mathematical model, dimensionless compliance (C*) and dimensionless air resistance (R*) play an important role in the ventilation system. In addition, the coupling between the two lungs is reflected in C* and R*, which is based on Equations (13) and (17) . When we change the C* or R* of one of the lungs, the C* or R* of the other lung will also be changed. Under normal conditions, the basic values of C of both lungs are set to 10 mL/cmH2O, and the basic values of R are set to 6 cmH2O/L/s. Only in this way, the maximum value of lung pressure can just reach IPAP 3839. At this point, Cr* and Cl* are 0.5, Rr* and Rl* are 2.0. The comparison curves between normal state and secretion clearance state are shown in Figure 6 . 
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Influence of Dimensionless Compliance and Dimensionless Air Resistance on Secretion Clearance Ventilation System
According to the description of the mathematical model, dimensionless compliance (C*) and dimensionless air resistance (R*) play an important role in the ventilation system. In addition, the coupling between the two lungs is reflected in C* and R*, which is based on Equations (13) and (17) . When we change the C* or R* of one of the lungs, the C* or R* of the other lung will also be changed. Under normal conditions, the basic values of C of both lungs are set to 10 mL/cmH2O, and the basic values of R are set to 6 cmH2O/L/s. Only in this way, the maximum value of lung pressure can just reach IPAP 3839. At this point, Cr* and Cl* are 0.5, Rr* and Rl* are 2.0. The comparison curves between normal state and secretion clearance state are shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , secretion clearance curve is nearly vertical descent and rise during the expiration process, and the curve of normal is slowly changing. In addition, the time of gas retention in the lung during the secretion clearance state is less than that in the normal state.
Influence of Dimensionless Compliance on Secretion Clearance Ventilation System with Double Lungs
When the value of right lung dimensionless compliance (C r *) is set to 0.3333, 0.5000, and 0.6000, the corresponding value for the left lung dimensionless compliance (C l *) is 0.6667, 0.5000, and 0.4000. The influence of dimensionless compliance on dimensionless pressure (p*) and dimensionless air mass flow (q*) is shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
In the right lung, with an increase in C r *, the dimensionless time for the respiratory cycle decreases, and the dimensionless time is lower as the dimensionless pressure of the right lung (p r *) remains equal to the dimensionless IPAP (p ipap *). However, for the left lung, the opposite holds. As C l * increases, the dimensionless time of the respiratory cycle increases, and as dimensionless pressure of the left lung (p l *) approaches p ipap * the dimensionless time also becomes longer. With an increase in C l *, the slope of the p l * curve becomes more gradual. When C r * > C l *, p * l stayed longer in p ipap * than p r * and stayed in dimensionless EPAP (p epap *) for less than p r *. When C r * < C l *, the state is opposite. Figure 7 shows that for both lungs, with an increase of C* the peak value of the air mass (q*) also increases. The dimensionless time becomes longer as negative q* returns to 0. With the same condition for the two lungs, when C r * > C l *, the positive right lung dimensionless air mass flow (q r *) is higher than the positive left lung dimensionless air mass flow (q l *), and when C r * < C l *, the positive q r * is less than the positive q l *.
The influence of C r * on the dimensionless peak suction air flow of right lung (q rs *), the dimensionless peak suction air flow of left lung (q ls *) and the dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) is shown in Figures 9 and 10 . These graphs are demarcated by C r * = C l * = 0.5. In Figure 6 , when C r * < 0.5 (implying C r * < C l *), the dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *) of both lungs is about 0.5. It is just a coincidence that the constant value of the left lung compliance is the saturation point of the pressure curve. As the value of IPAP of ventilator output parameter is set to 22 cmH 2 O, when the basic value of compliance is less than 10 mL/cmH 2 O, the maximum pressure in one lung is equal to IPAP 38, which is a rule about compliance and maximum pulmonary pressure. According to the definition equation of compliance, when the pressure reaches the maximum value and does not change, the maximum flow is saturated. Therefore, the dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *) of both lungs is approximately equal to 0.5.
In Figure 10 , the curve first increases and then decreases. This is because the suction duration is dependent on the lung whose compliance is less. When C r > C l , the suction duration is determined by the left lung. The basic value of the left lung compliance is maintained at 10 mL/cmH 2 O so the suction duration remains unchanged. However the time reference (T 0 ) increases with the increase of the dimensionless compliance of the right lung (C r *), so the second part of the curve shows a decline. 
Influence of Dimensionless Air Resistance on Secretion Clearance Ventilation System with Double Lungs
According to Equation (17) , when the value of right lung dimensionless air resistance (Rr*) is set to 1.6667, 2.0000 and 2.3333, the value of left lung dimensionless air resistance (Rl*) is 2.50, 2.00 and 1.75. The influence of dimensionless air resistance (R*) on dimensionless pressure (p*) and dimensionless air mass flow (q*) are shown in Figures 11 and 12 .
For right lung, when Rr* is bigger, the dimensionless time of respiratory cycle is longer. However, it is opposite for left lung. For the same condition in the two lungs, when Rr* > Rl*, the value of dimensionless pressure of right lung (pr*) arrival dimensionless EPAP (pepap*) later than dimensionless pressure of left lung (pl*), dimensionless suction flow from the right lung is less than that from the left lung. When Rr* < Rl*, the value of pl* reaches pepap* later than pr*, dimensionless suction flow from the right lung is more than that from the left lung.
As is shown in Figure 13 , when the Rr* rises, the dimensionless peak suction flow of right lung (qrs*) reduces and the dimensionless peak suction flow of left lung (qls*) increases. When Rr* rises, Rl* decreases. That is to say, the dimensionless peak suction flow (q*) decreases with the increase of R*. The slope of the two curves is different.
From Figure 14 , the curve of dimensionless suction duration (Tsd*) increases with the rise of Rr*, until Rr* reaches 2.0, which means Rr* = Rl*. When Rr* > Rl*, the curve of Tsd* decreases with the rise of Rr*. The suction duration is determined by the lung whose air resistance is less. When Rr* < Rl*, the suction duration stays the same due to the unchanged air resistance of left lung. However, the time reference rises with the increase of dimensionless air resistance of right lung (Rr*). So the second half of the curve is falling. 
According to Equation (17) , when the value of right lung dimensionless air resistance (R r *) is set to 1.6667, 2.0000 and 2.3333, the value of left lung dimensionless air resistance (R l *) is 2.50, 2.00 and 1.75. The influence of dimensionless air resistance (R*) on dimensionless pressure (p*) and dimensionless air mass flow (q*) are shown in Figures 11 and 12 .
For right lung, when R r * is bigger, the dimensionless time of respiratory cycle is longer. However, it is opposite for left lung. For the same condition in the two lungs, when R r * > R l *, the value of dimensionless pressure of right lung (p r *) arrival dimensionless EPAP (p epap *) later than dimensionless pressure of left lung (p l *), dimensionless suction flow from the right lung is less than that from the left lung. When R r * < R l *, the value of p l * reaches p epap * later than p r *, dimensionless suction flow from the right lung is more than that from the left lung.
As is shown in Figure 13 , when the R r * rises, the dimensionless peak suction flow of right lung (q rs *) reduces and the dimensionless peak suction flow of left lung (q ls *) increases. When R r * rises, R l * decreases. That is to say, the dimensionless peak suction flow (q*) decreases with the increase of R*. The slope of the two curves is different.
From Figure 14 , the curve of dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) increases with the rise of R r *, until R r * reaches 2.0, which means R r * = R l *. When R r * > R l *, the curve of T sd * decreases with the rise of R r *. The suction duration is determined by the lung whose air resistance is less. When R r * < R l *, the suction duration stays the same due to the unchanged air resistance of left lung. However, the time reference rises with the increase of dimensionless air resistance of right lung (R r *). So the second half of the curve is falling. 
According to Equation (17), when the value of right lung dimensionless air resistance (Rr*) is set to 1.6667, 2.0000 and 2.3333, the value of left lung dimensionless air resistance (Rl*) is 2.50, 2.00 and 1.75. The influence of dimensionless air resistance (R*) on dimensionless pressure (p*) and dimensionless air mass flow (q*) are shown in Figures 11 and 12 .
Orthogonal Experimental
To study the working characteristics of secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system with double lungs further, an orthogonal experiment is constructed to analyze multi-factor and multi-level, which is representative, and save workload.
According to Equations (13) and (17), change in one of the parameters of one lung affect the parameters of the other lung. So dimensionless compliance of right lung (C r *) and dimensionless air resistance of right lung (R r *) was taken to be two of the orthogonal experimental factors. The other factors are dimensionless EPAP (p epap *) and dimensionless suction pressure (p s *). Each parameter takes five different values. Then the parameters value and orthogonal experimental can be designed.
The results of orthogonal experiment can be seen in Figures 15 and 16 After finishing the orthogonal experiment, the standard deviation of each parameter for dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) and dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *) were calculated. According to Equation (27) , the standard deviation of dimensionless peak suction flow of right lung (q rs *) are the same with dimensionless peak suction flow of left lung (q ls *). Therefore just one of the two lungs' standard deviation of q rs * was put down.
It is obvious that, compared with other parameters, dimensionless air resistance (R*) plays the most important role on both research objects, especially in dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *). In Figure 15 , except dimensionless air resistance (R*), the dimensionless compliance also has a great influence on dimensionless suction duration.
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According to Equations (13) and (17), change in one of the parameters of one lung affect the parameters of the other lung. So dimensionless compliance of right lung (Cr*) and dimensionless air resistance of right lung (Rr*) was taken to be two of the orthogonal experimental factors. The other factors are dimensionless EPAP (pepap*) and dimensionless suction pressure (ps*). Each parameter takes five different values. Then the parameters value and orthogonal experimental can be designed.
The results of orthogonal experiment can be seen in Figures 15 and 16 After finishing the orthogonal experiment, the standard deviation of each parameter for dimensionless suction duration (Tsd*) and dimensionless peak suction flow (qs*) were calculated. According to Equation (27) , the standard deviation of dimensionless peak suction flow of right lung (qrs*) are the same with dimensionless peak suction flow of left lung (qls*). Therefore just one of the two lungs' standard deviation of qrs* was put down.
It is obvious that, compared with other parameters, dimensionless air resistance (R*) plays the most important role on both research objects, especially in dimensionless peak suction flow (qs*). In Figure 15 , except dimensionless air resistance (R*), the dimensionless compliance also has a great influence on dimensionless suction duration. 
Conclusions
In this paper, firstly a pneumatic model of a mechanical ventilation system of double lungs with secretion clearance function is built. According to that pneumatic model a mathematical dimensionless model is constructed. To verify the mathematical dimensionless model, an experiment with secretion clearance function is designed. Finally, the coupling the working characters of the system and coupling effect between the lungs are obtained by the simulation model and orthogonal experiment.
Therefore, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The output data of the experiment reached the parameters of the ventilator setting. In addition, the simulation curves are consistent with the experimental curves. So the experimental data and simulation data are reliable. In addition, the simulation model can be used in other studies of the respiratory system.
(2) Changes in the dimensionless compliance (C*) and dimensionless air resistance (R*) will not only change the system's dimensionless respiratory cycle time, but also change the dimensionless suction duration.
(3) The relationship between dimensionless compliance (C*) and dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *) is not a simple linear relationship. There is a boundary when the dimensionless compliance of the right lung is equal to that of the left lung (C r * = C l *). In addition, the relationship between dimensionless air resistance (R*) and dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *) can be regarded as an inversely proportional relationship. They are approximately negatively inversely proportional.
(4) The relationship between dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) and dimensionless compliance of right lung (C r *) is roughly the same as the relationship between dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) and dimensionless air resistance (R r *). These two curves both raise first and then fall. In general, both the suction duration and time reference increase with the rise of compliance or air resistance. In the second part of these two curves, suction duration stays the same, and time reference increases. Therefore, the dimensionless suction duration of the two curves declines.
(5) Compared with other parameters, dimensionless air resistance (R*) plays the most important role on both dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) and dimensionless peak suction flow (q s *). The effect of dimensionless compliance (C*) on dimensionless suction duration (T sd *) is the larger than the other parameters, except for dimensionless air resistance (R*).
This paper provides a novel research method for a secretion clearance mechanical ventilation system with double lungs, which promotes the development of mechanical ventilation technology and can be used in other mechanical ventilation studies as well as clinical medicine and treatment. 
